Background Cancer affects millions of people worldwide each year. Patients require sequences of treatment based on their response to previous treatments to combat cancer and fight metastases. Physicians provide treatment based on clinical characteristics, changing over time. Guidelines for these individualized sequences of treatments are known as dynamic treatment regimens (DTRs) where the initial treatment and subsequent modifications depend on the response to previous treatments, disease progression, and other patient characteristics or behaviors. To provide evidence-based DTRs, the Sequential Multiple Assignment Randomized Trial (SMART) has emerged over the past few decades. Purpose To examine and learn from past SMARTs investigating cancer treatment options, to discuss potential limitations preventing the widespread use of SMARTs in cancer research, and to describe courses of action to increase the implementation of SMARTs and collaboration between statisticians and clinicians. Conclusion There have been SMARTs investigating treatment questions in areas of cancer, but the novelty and perceived complexity has limited its use. By building bridges between statisticians and clinicians, clarifying research objectives, and furthering methods work, there should be an increase in SMARTs addressing relevant cancer treatment questions. Within any area of cancer, SMARTs develop DTRs that can guide treatment decisions over the disease history and improve patient outcomes. Clinical Trials 2014; 11: 445-456. http://ctj.sagepub.com Practically, this repeated process is how physicians treat, but mathematically, this is a dynamic treatment regimen (DTR or adaptive treatment strategy). A DTR is a guideline for physicians including sequences of treatments based on intermediate
Introduction
Approximately one in three women and one in two men in the United States will develop cancer in his or her lifetime. Although incidence has declined, cancer remains the leading cause of death worldwide [1] . Simultaneously, advancements in early detection and targeted therapies allow cancer to be caught early and treated aggressively, so more people are survivors of cancer. For all, cancer treatment is ongoing 'because of the potential persistent and delayed effects of treatment, as well as the risk of recurrence and additional primary malignancies' [2] .
Many cancers are considered chronic diseases because there are effective treatments which prolong progression and metastasis (breast) or because specific cancers naturally develop over a longer period (prostate). Physicians see patients, prescribe a line of therapy, and wait for progression. Based on imaging, blood, symptoms, or other results, physicians repeatedly make decisions of how best to continue their patients' treatment. This repeated process of observing and treating accounting for disease characteristics and treatment history is common in the treatment of chronic diseases.
outcomes that are tailored to individuals. DTRs describe treatment of chronic diseases and are applicable to many acute diseases that require tailored sequences of treatment.
An example of a DTR for the treatment of acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) may be the following: 'After chemotherapy, give a granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and examine bone marrow at 22 days. If there is bone marrow and spinal fluid remission, give cytarabine for 4-monthly courses. If no remission, no further treatment is given'. A patient will either receive GM-CSF followed by cytarabine or only GM-CSF. Hence, a DTR differs from treatment received by additionally including a treatment path for the patient if he or she had a different intermediate outcome.
Adverse events (toxicities or disease progression, frequent occurrences in oncology trials) should be considered in the construction of DTRs so that the regimens are realistic (section 'Definition of DTR must be explicit'). Adding to the DTR above, we specify those with grade III or greater toxicity switch from protocol treatment to a non-specified therapy (or suspend or terminate treatment).
DTRs represent standard clinical practice, basing initial and subsequent treatment on disease-specific prognostic information with subsequent treatment also depending on previous treatment(s). It is not, however, trivial or intuitive to optimize a DTR at the start. Often in treatment of chronic diseases, there are delayed effects [3] , where a treatment that produces the best response rate immediately may end up too toxic for further treatment and result in poor overall response. For example, consider the DTRs in Figure 1 where 'A' looked most promising at first, but (B,C) is the optimal regimen. These delayed effects would be missed in standard one-stage trials [4] .
Trials which construct and compare DTRs are known as Sequential Multiple Assignment Randomized Trials (SMARTs, [4] [5] [6] ). Innately, physicians use DTRs in practice; the SMART design allows us to construct and compare DTRs to provide evidence for treatment decisions. A SMART includes two or more stages where patients are randomized to treatment, assessed for an intermediate outcome, and based on this, re-randomized to subsequent treatment. Ideally, a SMART is one in a line of trials that identifies promising DTRs which can then be modified and confirmed in subsequent trials [4] . At the end of the process, an optimal DTR would be used as a treatment guideline for future individuals. Figure 2 . This trial enrolled 288 individuals with AML. Patients were randomized to receive GM-CSF or placebo. Patients who achieved remission were randomized to receive cytarabine (C) or cytarabine and mitoxantrone (CM). Patients who did not achieve remission were neither re-randomized nor given further treatment. Within this SMART, there are four embedded DTRs, one of which is mentioned in the DTR example earlier. Note that one DTR contains two treatment paths (DTRs can share paths), but a patient will follow only one path.
Consider the SMART in
For chronic diseases where treatment is ongoing, it is efficient to conduct a SMART where the same individuals receive the entire sequence of treatments to develop and compare DTRs [3, 8, 9] . SMARTs take advantage of response heterogeneity (investigating subsequent treatment for both responders and nonresponders), comorbidities, possibility of relapse, and need for treatment adjustments [10] [11] [12] by design and/or by construction and comparison of DTRs. Specifically, SMARTs can investigate optimal timing of treatments and effects of subsequent treatment in combination with previous treatment and possibilities of stepping down treatment due to poor adherence, side effects, or other burdens. SMARTs can address a wider variety of treatment questions as opposed to the standard randomized controlled trial (RCT) while more closely mimicking the treatment process.
Decisions must be made at each stage as to whether re-randomization is appropriate, but repeated randomization is justified by questions of optimal treatment in sequence. Randomization serves to answer research questions and justify causal inferences within a SMART, but is not included in the resulting formulation of DTRs. Randomization can be based on baseline characteristics and response to previous treatment abiding by standard ethics of trials [13] . It is advantageous to re-randomize at each stage using information up to randomization for balance, but upfront randomization to DTRs is possible [14] .
Data from a SMART include patient and disease characteristics at baseline and throughout treatment, treatment received at all stages, and intermediate outcomes. These data can be utilized to construct DTRs by employing methods from causal inference and using the potential outcomes or counterfactual framework [15, 16] . Potential outcomes are SMART designs in cancer research: Past, present, and future 447 connected to the observed SMART data under consistency and no unmeasured confounders assumptions [17] to evaluate and estimate optimal DTRs. This framework allows comparison of the distributions of survival times if all patients were assigned to DTRs of interest and addresses intention-to-treat questions [4, 6, [18] [19] [20] .
The SMART design exploits the fact that combinations and sequences of therapies are likely the best course of treatment, but individual treatments may have different effects when used in combination or sequence with others. This is contingent on investigating response to treatment which occurs in a timely fashion so that randomizations occur within a relatively short interval. For many cancers, this is not an issue; however, it may limit the value of SMARTs for some types of disease. In cases with long natural histories where sequential treatment is beneficial, it is important to develop methods for valid inference from observational data [21] [22] [23] . Here, however, we focus on cancers which can be studied sequentially in a timely manner.
In the section 'Learning from the past', we learn from cancer SMARTs and present current limitations to the expanded use of SMARTs in the section 'Current limitations'. Aims are discussed in the section 'Looking to the future' to advance the understanding, implementation, methodology, and collaboration for increased use of SMARTs. A brief discussion concludes promoting SMARTs and development of DTRs broadly, but principally in cancer research.
Learning from the past
Many precursors to SMARTs were not specifically designed as SMARTs or to analyze DTRs. Rather, these trials were designed to answer inherent questions requiring two stages with the second-stage treatment depending on the first-stage response.
SMART designs have been implemented in the treatments of small-cell lung carcinoma [24, 25] , AML [7, 26, 27] , neuroblastoma [28, 29] , lymphoma [30] [31] [32] , prostate cancer [33] , multiple myeloma [34] , malignant melanoma [35] , and renal cell carcinoma [36] . Each of these trials contained two stages with initial randomization to a treatment (2-4 treatments) and follow-up to assess initial response (3 weeks to 8.5 months). Based on this response (no progressive disease, complete response, remission, clinical definition of therapy success), all or a subset were randomized to a second-stage treatment (switch to a different treatment, adding therapy, continuing, or discontinuing previous treatment, or no further treatment). Using these trials as examples, we extend beyond their aims to recognize appropriate questions within the DTR framework and compare results.
SMARTs can investigate sequential and stagespecific treatment effects
First, we must determine DTRs used in practice and DTRs which may not be currently used, but are promising. Once identified, we embed these in a SMART. Then, we can make comparisons between tailored sequences of treatment, not just compare treatments at a particular time for a subset of individuals. Clinically, this translates to evidence-based development of a transcript of treatment decisions that physicians refer to in seeking the best overall outcome for patients. A SMART can address stagespecific, as well as, sequential, DTR-based treatment effects. Table 1 enumerates the possible aims of a SMART [11] .
For patients, overall survival is the most important endpoint, not the value of the individual steps. Traditionally, we assume that the whole is equal to the sum of the parts, but this is not always true. Table 1 . Possible aims of a SMART. Aims (1) and (2) are similar to questions addressed by standard one-stage randomized clinical trials (RCTs), but aims (3) and (4) give further insight into dynamic treatment regimens (DTRs). All are possible through a Sequential Multiple Assignment Randomized Trial (SMART). References provided are to methods and applied work for survival outcomes. Stage-specific or local comparisons may be interesting and useful, but they can also be myopic. Stringing together the best treatments at each stage does not always lead to the best overall treatment strategy. Antagonistic or synergistic treatment effects occur, but cannot be examined except in the setting of a SMART where the same individuals are followed.
Consider the trial investigating the treatment of children with high-risk neuroblastoma from Matthay et al. [28] which includes four embedded DTRs. In the 2009 follow-up article, the authors performed a test of differences in survival in marginal groups (conditional on no disease progression) who followed one of four treatment paths. We present survival curves where the left figure is similar to that in Matthay et al. [29] and the right figure is the weighted version for those following each DTR. The DTR-based figure differs from the original by including those who progressed and measures time after first randomization. There is a notable difference in the number at risk since DTRs take advantage of all those enrolled. Specifically, numbers given in Figure 3 are subsets of patients who followed the given treatment path (e.g., 50 patients had transplant, had no disease progression, and received 13cis-retinoic acid), whereas numbers in Figure 4 include all who were consistent with a given DTR (along with 50 patients who received 13-cis-retinoic acid, 90 had disease progression). In Figure 3 , each treatment path is mutually exclusive such that patients can be at risk in one group, but in Figure 4 , patients can be consistent with multiple DTRs so their information is utilized in estimation by inverse-probability-of-treatment-weighting (IPTW). Notice the separation between curves after 2 years from the second randomization in the original figure is much less apparent in the DTR-based figure.
The 2009 article made two local comparison conclusions: (1) bone transplantation is not advantageous over chemotherapy, p = 0.39; (2) 13-cis-retinoic acid is advantageous over no further treatment for those without disease progression regardless of induction therapy, p = 0.006. Furthermore, they concluded that there was a marginally significant difference in survival between the marginal treatment groups of bone transplantation followed by 13-cis-retinoic acid versus chemotherapy followed by 13-cis-retinoic acid, p = 0.054. We find discrepancy between local and global comparisons, however, as an omnibus weighted log-rank test concludes that there is no significant difference in survival between any of the DTRs, p = 0.57 [47] (mirrored by overlapping curves in Figure 4 ).
In this DTR-based method, those who follow the regimen of interest are reweighted using IPTW to account for the loss of information due to some patients following other regimens as in a missing data problem. This creates a sample representative of all patients following DTRs of interest. These weights account for randomization probabilities, response status, and censoring [18] . IPTW can additionally help achieve balance, even in the randomized setting. The original analysis, in contrast, included unweighted subsets of patients following particular treatment paths. For further analysis of these data with similar DTR-based conclusions, see the following using associated weighted methods: Cox regression [42] , Kaplan-Meier estimates [48] , risk set estimator [38] , and marginal mean estimators [18] .
Even when using a sequential two-stage design, we may not be able to piece together stage-specific results to mimic DTRs used in practice. We may shed light on DTRs of interest, but constructing and comparing DTRs within a SMART utilizing methods developed in this area provide the best evidence for clinical application of personalized sequential treatment. By conducting SMARTs, we avoid faulty conclusions, thereby strengthening translation from trials to clinic.
SMARTs allow for efficient use of individuals
Consider a trial for small-cell lung carcinoma [25] in Figure 5 to illustrate the difference in the number of patients used in a marginal versus DTR analysis. The authors could not make conclusions about maintenance treatment due to the small number who experienced complete response (this emphasizes the usefulness of pilot studies, section 'Looking to the future'). The exact numbers who received maintenance treatments were not available, but the advantage of analyzing DTRs as opposed to stagespecifically is apparent. Instead of conditioning on response and having very small groups, survival could be estimated for DTRs, which have increased size. For the DTR CAV-E-RIFA, individuals who received RIFA after CAV-E and individuals who did not respond to CAV-E are combined (at least 60 individuals). Using IPTW methods, information is used from those who did not achieve a complete response (weight = 1/0.5) and those who did (weight = 1/0.25), boosting sample size and allowing for efficient DTR conclusions. Note that this gain in effective sample size from the (non-)responders must be matched by a reduction in the total number of strategies compared [14] .
Definition of DTR must be explicit
DTRs must be defined in terms of their clinical utility and can depend on efficacy, toxicity, and disease progression, which are additional outcomes in trials.
To take advantage of all who participate in a SMART, DTRs must also include what happens to those who respond but have high toxicities and therefore SMART designs in cancer research: Past, present, and future 449 cannot receive subsequent treatment. To illustrate this, consider a prostate cancer SMART [49] which included four treatments (CVD, KA/VE, TEE, TEC). The treatment algorithm includes 12 possible twostage strategies [49] .
The original stage-specific analysis concluded that TEC was the best initial and KA/VE the best second treatment [49] . Data reanalyzed using IPTW found success rates were highest for the DTRs (CVD, KA/ VE), (TEC, CVD), and (TEE, CVD) [50] . Both of these analyses, however, assumed non-informative dropout; however, 47/150 (31.3%) participants did not complete their therapy per algorithm, and 35 for toxicity and/or progressive disease. This led to redefining DTRs to include a switch to non-specified therapeutic/palliative care for those who developed toxicity or progressive disease [43] . These redefined or viable DTRs elucidate the need for considering and appropriately analyzing DTRs which are likely to include dropout. Embedded DTRs should be declared viable prior to the conduct of SMARTs preparing for possible participant issues. A pilot study will eliminate the burden of complexity that these definitions may invoke in planning (section 'Looking to the future').
In summary, SMARTs can address stage-specific questions, but can also address sequential treatment effects highlighting the advantages of developing viable DTRs for clinical use. More recent SMARTs, Thall et al. [36] and Auyeung et al. [35] , were designed to develop and compare DTRs. These designs, analysis plans, and eventual results provide concrete examples of cancer SMARTs addressing global treatment questions by developing personalized decision rules. Current and past trials in cancer provide valuable information, but we can also gain insight from SMARTs conducted in other areas (http://meth odology.psu.edu/ra/adap-treat-strat/projects).
Current limitations
There have only been a small number of cancer SMARTs in large part due to the novelty of this area and short time period which has passed for development and dissemination of methods. Due to new vocabulary and intricate-looking designs, SMARTs and their embedded DTRs can be intimidating. There are three main perceived limitations that inhibit the expanded use of SMARTs. SMART designs in cancer research: Past, present, and future 451
Physicians' perception of complexity and large sample size
Physicians rooted in cancer research are familiar with the standard RCT. Thall explains, Tailoring a design to fit particular trial is time-consuming . the investigators must sell the design to colleagues in their own clinics, to physicians in other medical centers considering participating in a multiinstitution study, and to regulatory agencies. Given these difficulties, it is not surprising that many investigators choose a conventional design . The motivation for an investigator to choose a more complicated but more realistic trial design comes from the belief that there is something substantive to be gained by its use, and the investigator's trust in his/her chosen statistician's abilities. [51] Given the more clinically useful conclusions about personalized treatment plans from SMARTs, we must actively motivate physicians and statisticians to work together to pursue this design.
We predominantly think of treatment or group comparison as the objective of clinical trials, but that does not need to be the case. Feasibility, development, estimation, and personalization may instead or additionally be a trial's goal(s). Generally, new designs are met with hesitation, but in other areas, they have successfully flourished, especially with increased attention to genomics, biomarkers, and adaptive design. Perceived complexity and apparent large sample size of SMARTs may just be an illusion which can be clarified by establishing the trial's primary objective(s).
In designing a SMART, like any other clinical trial, the primary and secondary objectives must be well defined. Objectives of a SMART may be exactly the same as an RCT or exceed those by constructing, comparing, or optimizing DTRs (Table 1 ). If stagespecific comparisons are the primary aims, the trial is powered similarly to a RCT, but as a bonus, DTRs can be explored. If the goal is based on embedded DTRs, sample size must account for the multiple randomizations. The total number needed for a SMART is similar to that from multiple single-stage RCTs, but that number is needed upfront. Wolbers and Helterbrand [52] discuss this issue and present simulation results comparing three single-stage RCTs versus one SMART. They conclude if the primary aim is centered around the initial treatment and there is low probability of maintenance success, then a one-stage design is faster and more efficient. If both initial and maintenance treatment performance is in question, a SMART is more efficient by utilizing all individuals and generally takes less time with similar total sample size. Others echo these conclusions, supporting the increased use of SMARTs [14] with focus on cost [53, 54] . Sample size methods for survival analysis of embedded DTRs are presented in various studies [41, 55, 56] , while methods for continuous or binary outcomes can be found elsewhere [4, 11, [57] [58] [59] . If the primary aim is to tailor DTRs by baseline or time-varying characteristics, then Q-learning [45, 46, 60] is required, which has no published sample size methods as of now.
SMARTs just like any trial can be complex, large, and intimidating, but clarification of aims simplifies and guides the process. Any successful trial demands a close relationship between statisticians, physicians, and other researchers, so this should not dissuade the use of SMARTs.
Pharmaceutical companies' dislike of drug comparison
Beyond the reluctance to launch a novel trial design, institutions are hesitant to approach pharmaceutical companies to fund research which may combine or compare drugs in sequences with other companies' drugs. Although it is possible to write in funding in National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded grants, pharmaceutical backing is virtually essential in any cancer drug trial. Pharmaceutical support may seem problematic, but there have been cases in mental health where there was significant support of crosscompany drug comparisons (STAR*D [61] and CATIE [62] ) due to the breadth, scope, and innovation of these trials.
Pharmaceutical companies may be more likely to partner with academic institutions in pursuit of implementing SMARTs if their drugs are used in combination or compared to the standard of care, the maintenance stage when primary use was established as front-line therapy, off-label in an area which was not its primary approval and a large trial likely to change and improve treatment. As drug development slows and requires extensive funding, SMARTs provide options to find new uses for existing drugs. These issues are not new nor unique to SMARTs, but with more treatment branches, the more likely it is to combine, compare, and find new applications for existing treatments.
To motivate pharmaceutical support, it may be as simple as introducing this area to companies explaining the benefits of SMARTs in the treatment of individuals, the prescription process for physicians, and the profit for companies by providing evidence for treatments in sequences. This may be done by presenting the following scenario to company with drug 'A' where interest is in two-stage DTRs sequencing 'A' with drugs 'B' and 'C' from other companies for nonresponders. DTRs of interest include {(A,B),(A,C),(B,A),(B,C),(C,A),(C,B)}. A SMART interested in these six DTRs uses drug 'A' in 67% of the regimens which is likely to exceed half of the patients. Thus, not only could more patients receive drug 'A' than in a two-or three-arm onestage trial, but if the drug is expected to be used in sequence, a SMART would address relevant clinical questions.
Lack of methods
Finally, a significant impediment to the increased use of SMARTs is the lack of statistical methods. There are numerous methods, but more statistical theory is necessary. There are open questions in design and analysis for easy-to-implement sample size calculators, different types of outcomes, longitudinal and joint analyses, further applications of Qlearning, and understanding how to define and include clinically meaningful tailoring variables. This presents the perfect opportunity for physicians and statisticians to join forces for clinical and statistical grants in DTR development.
Looking to the future
To encourage implementation and diminish perceived limitations of SMARTs, we must collaborate and then disseminate this information. Looking toward the future, we hope to improve individuals' lives by tailoring treatment throughout diagnosis, survivorship, and relapse. SMARTs can play an integral part if we build bridges across disciplines, foster implementation at the pilot study level, continue methods research, increase the efficiency of existing drugs by using them in new ways, and encourage collaboration.
Statisticians have done a tremendous job creating and cultivating this area, but we must occasionally step away from our desks to introduce and advocate. Our methods are only as good as their relevance, understandability, and accessibility to others from all backgrounds. Thus, manuscripts which are approachable from the viewpoint of physicians, nurses, research assistants, patient advocates, and executives are necessary. We need to build bridges from statistical methods to clinical applications. Some pieces [6, 10, 12, 50, 63] are imperative to bridge the gap between methods to their use and consumption. Susan Murphy's group has disseminated methods by providing relevant, nontechnical articles, personal websites listing research and presentations, an informative group website (http://methodology.psu.edu/ra/adap-inter), workshops, and brainstorming sessions for those interested in implementing SMART designs in behavioral health. We must follow suit and build bridges in cancer.
Manuscripts in clinical journals are a critical step. Simulations or previous trials may be used to illustrate SMART properties and advantages. Additionally, posters and conversations with clinicians/ researchers internally or at conferences are indispensable. We cannot be surprised by the lack of cancer SMARTs if we do not advocate their practicality and enlighten others to their accessibility.
We must get out from behind our desks and advocate about SMART design, but then we must also sit back down to further methods research or we must value those who do both. Through collaboration, areas with gaps will become obvious and provide for timely and comprehensible methods. This area allows statisticians to show their great abilities to be both methodologists and collaborators. It is important to bring this area to the attention of statisticians, other researchers, and clinicians at every venue. The more the collaboration, the more innovative we can be in addressing statistical theory.
In the process of building bridges, pilot studies play a pivotal role and 'can enhance the likelihood of success of the main study and potentially help avoid doomed main studies' [64] . Physicians and statisticians can obtain experience conducting a SMART while assessing its feasibility and logistics. Pilot studies are the gateway to experience and gaining understanding about new designs. The NIH supports pilot studies through R21, R34, and K mechanisms which can lead to R01 proposals involving SMARTs. An outstanding resource for designing a SMART pilot study is made available by Almirall et al. [65] .
Finally, creating a SMARTer Cancer Care Consortium could lead to incredible statistical and clinical advancements. This could be a stand-alone consortia defined by involved universities or a group of individuals from several universities that collaborate with existing consortia to design and implement SMARTs while advancing methods. There would be heavy statistical influence, but the group would be composed of all types of researchers. By uniting academic institutions and hospital systems (and perhaps pharmaceutical companies), an increased number of larger and more innovative personalized cancer trials could result. Such an entity will most certainly bring attention to this area while increasing experience, methods, and cancer treatment. This type of group, or at least cross-university collaboration and multisite SMARTs should be a priority to foster patient care.
Discussion
The SMART design is a natural choice for investigating cancer treatment questions because most SMART designs in cancer research: Past, present, and future 453 patients require sequential treatments. SMARTs address the timing, sequencing, and tailoring of treatments and provide guidelines to inform clinical judgment. SMARTs efficiently use information from all individuals following DTRs, randomizing the same individuals throughout, and may reach clinical decisions in less time compared to multiple single-stage trials while answering more complex and relevant treatment questions. By establishing the primary aims of a SMART, clarity, efficiency, and unbiased results follow with a comparable sample size to standard trials.
We have learned from past SMARTs and are now more equipped to analyze resulting DTR data. Statisticians and clinicians need to work closely together to continue to develop and promote this area. With increased implementation of the SMART design, physicians, statisticians, and pharmaceutical companies will become more familiar with SMART benefits. By encouraging collaboration and presenting accessibility, the SMART will become a routine trial providing innovative and personalized treatment strategies to improve cancer patient outcomes.
